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This book is based on my lecture notes developed for the undergraduate physics students. The lecture notes have two distinct parts. The first part goes into this book that focuses on achieving the basic understanding of phonons and electrons in crystalline solids. The second part is a selected set of classical and contemporary topics. It introduces to the students the diverse beauty of condensed matter physics. Since the selection is highly dependent on the personal interests of individual instructors, and some of the topics are still evolving, it is my judgment not to include the second part of my lecture notes here in this book for the time being. The title "Introduction to Phonons and Electrons" of the present book reflects this decision.

Both the phonons and electrons in crystalline solids form the two corner stones of the vast field of condensed matter physics. In order to embark on the study of these two topics, the students need to have a proper background in the quantum and statistical mechanics. However, many students who take the introductory solid state course are not yet comfortable with these tools. For this reason, students are frequently asked to accept the quantum and statistical results as axioms and just to learn how to apply them to solid state phenomena. The obvious drawback of this approach is from the shaky roots. The students can inadvertently end up with the misconceptions that would be difficult to rectify. In an attempt to minimize this undesirable outcome, this book makes an extra effort to bring together the fundamental building blocks. When required, the quantum theory and statistical physics are derived from scratch. The treatment is systematic in structure and tutorial in style. It contains the normally skipped details for the beginning students. This approach ensures a self-sufficient content for easier teaching and learning.
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Small Fatigue Cracks: Mechanics, Mechanisms and ApplicationsElsevier Limited, 1999

	This book contains the fully peer-reviewed papers presented at the Third Engineering Foundation Conference on Small Fatigue Cracks, held under the chairmanship of K.S. Ravichandran and Y. Murakami during December 6-11, 1998, at the Turtle Bay Hilton, Oahu, Hawaii. This book presents a state-of-the-art description of the mechanics, mechanisms...
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Dynamic Oracle Performance Analytics: Using Normalized Metrics to Improve Database SpeedApress, 2018

	In the practice of performance tuning, change is inevitable. New

	techniques are created; old ones are updated. The volume of metrics,

	especially those contained in Oracle’s Automatic Workload Repository

	(AWR), is multiplying almost daily. Despite the autonomous database,

	monitoring tools, and other similar tools, the level...
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Serosal Membranes (Pleura, Pericardium, Peritoneum): Normal Structure, Development and Experimental Pathology (Advances in Anatomy, Embryology and Cell Biology)Springer, 2006

	in the human visceral pleura is the sole reliable criterion for the statement that it belongs to the ‘thick type’, while all observed animals have a ‘thin’ type VP. The mesothelium and underlying structures of the SM represent a highly permeable bidirectional membrane with signi?cant differences in the organ and region...
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The Definitive Guide to SQLiteApress, 2006
SQLite is an open source embedded relational database. Originally released in 2000, it was
designed to provide a convenient way for applications to manage data without the overhead
that often comes with dedicated relational database management systems. SQLite has a reputation
for being highly portable, easy to use, compact,...
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Precalculus (9th Edition)Pearson Education, 2011

	Mike Sullivan’s time-tested approach focuses students on the fundamental skills they need for the course: preparing for class, practicing with homework, and reviewing the concepts. In the Ninth Edition, Precalculus has evolved to meet today’s course needs,...
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Complete Vue.js 2 Web Development: Practical guide to building end-to-end web development solutions with Vue.js 2Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Become a pro in creating modern interactive web applications using this JavaScript framework

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the exciting features of Vue.js 2 through interesting examples and practical recipes
	
			Craft highly modular applications using design patterns and the component...
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